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ALL market gardeners use seed beds in their gardening programme. However, the basic design of seed beds and covers has not greatly altered over the years. The availability of cheap good quality plastic materials has now shown the way to improvements in the design of this type of gardening equipment.

One of the features of the Field Day held at the Vegetable Research Station last November was a demonstration of a new type of seed-bed cover developed at the station.

The framework for the cover is made from industrial fencing wire and then covered with polythene.

Most people are aware of the construction of the frames that are generally used.
Frequently about eight feet in length they are made from fairly heavy timber. The back is usually higher than the front for weather protection and to catch sunlight. The covering for the top is either glass or windolite in frames or a roll of canvas. They can be adjusted to meet the needs of the weather.

These frames have disadvantages in that being constructed of stout timber they are hard to move and become more or less permanent fixtures—not always in the most convenient site. They are difficult to maintain in the state of hygiene which is necessary for the raising of healthy seedlings.

It had been noticed at the research station too that after a batch of seedlings had been raised to nearly the required size, removal of the wooden frame greatly stimulated growth. It was felt that the freer movement of air was responsible for this improvement and that a seed bed cover could be constructed which would allow better control of air circulation.

Details of the construction of this new cover are shown clearly in the accompanying photographs. The industrial wire is purchased in sections measuring 6 ft. x 6 ft. and this is curved quite easily to form a semi-circle. A piece of polythene measuring approximately 10 ft. x 6 ft. is used to cover the framework. The thickness of the polythene used at the research station was .004 in. A heavier gauge would have a longer life but would increase the cost. The cost of the wire frame was 22s. whilst the polythene to cover it would be approximately 20s. Two light wooden battens on
4.—The frameworks stacked one on top of the other for ease of storing which to roll the polythene at each side and four gutter bolts to hold these in place on the frame would add a few more pence to the total cost.

A carrying handle made from fencing wire and a piece of conduit is clearly shown in the photographs.

The advantages of this new frame over the old type are listed as follows:

1. They can be quickly and easily moved to allow fumigation of the soil.
2. They can be placed in any position as the polythene will allow the entry of light and heat to the seedlings.
3. The frames can be propped up from either side to allow movement of air through the seedlings and also to act as a windbreak. They can also be easily removed from the seedlings.
4. When not in use they can be stored one on top of the other, thereby conserving storage space.
5. They are cheap to construct and should give many years of service.

A further advantage of these covers is that when not being used for raising seedlings they can be used in the curing of vegetable seeds. Most market gardeners grow their own seed for at least one type of vegetable whether it be onion, carrot, parsnip or cauliflower. Containers to hold the flowers when the seed is curing are not always available.

By inverting the seed bed cover and making a shelf from the same industrial wire to fit about the middle of the frame, an excellent container for curing seed is on hand. This shelf also helps to make the frame quite rigid.
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